
Guidelines for speakers:  TESOL France Conference 
 
Feedback from delegates at previous TESOL France events indicates that while most sessions are very 
well received, there is certain recurring input concerning content and speaker performance. Accordingly, 
we encourage all speakers to consider the following as you prepare your talks.  
 
Computers: due to venue restrictions, we are not able to provide computers for this event.  We 
ask that ALL speakers bring their own laptops. If you are bringing an Apple computer, be sure to 
bring a VGA cable adapter. Also, please bring your own power adapter.  When dealing with all 
technology, we suggest you hope for the best, but prepare for the worst and consider bringing 
print outs of your slides for the delegates.  
 
Please make sure you take enough handouts (at least 30 copies, 150 for Plenary sessions) with you. We 
apologize, but making photocopies at the venue will not be possible. 
 
Will your session be of practical use? 
This is by far the most important question to keep in mind as you plan your talk. A frequent criticism is 
that many sessions are too theoretical, too general or too superficial and that the speaker does not 
consider practical implications for their talks.  
 
Do you depend too much on your notes or slides?  
Past feedback forms have revealed a strong intolerance to speakers reading their notes or slides.  We 
strongly recommend you arrive at the conference with your talk well rehearsed.  
 
Does your talk match your abstract? 
Many TESOL France members have mentioned that some speakers may stray away from the abstracts 
printed in the colloquium program.  We ask that speakers remain faithful to the abstracts they've 
submitted in the Call for Papers.  
 
Are you an experienced or first-time speaker?  
Speaker quality is frequently mentioned on TESOL France feedback forms.  While we want to give every 
opportunity to all speaker styles, both the inexperienced and ‘veterans’, we hope that you will adopt 
the public speaking skills that will make your talk as engaging as possible. We would also ask that 
you stick to your allocated time to allow delegates to get to the next talk on time and to give the 
technicians adequate time to help set up the next speaker. May we suggest discussions can be 
continued during the lunch period or during some of the longer breaks over a coffee. 
 
Will your talk be of interest to a local audience? 
The vast majority of our delegates are native speaker teachers based in France. We would therefore 
suggest that speakers presenting practices or research relative to their own country ensure there is 
some consideration of possible implications for the teacher based in France.  
 
To help you prepare, we’ve provided some information about a typical TESOL France audience:  
• The majority of the attendees have been native speakers of English, though TESOL France is 

working hard to attract non-native-speaker teachers of English to our events as well.  
• Defining jargon and acronyms during a talk is appreciated, but most attendees will have decades of 

experience both in ELT and beyond. 
• Most will be teachers in the adult private sector and at university, though talks on Young Learners 

have been very well received.  
• There will be a fair mix of descriptive and prescriptive views.  
• TESOL France attendees love a bit of debate and can be a very active audience.  

 
Are you speaking on behalf of a publisher or institution? 
Delegates have expressed disappointment that a session they attended based on the description in the 
abstract turns out to be an advertisement for a publication, product, or course.  Please be sure to 
include as much practical classroom information as possible when presenting the product.  
 
We look forward to seeing you at the next TESOL France Conference!  
 


